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Ukraine Receives New Weapons

By Eric Zuesse
Global Research, December 08, 2014

Region: Russia and FSU
Theme: US NATO War Agenda

In-depth Report: UKRAINE REPORT

The Government of Ukraine held a ceremony on Saturday, December 6th, with the country’s
President, Petro Poroshenko, reviewing newly donated weapons, from undisclosed donors.

According  to  the  official  announcement,  “The  Armed  Forces’  units  received  tanks  Т-64BМ
‘Bulat’, tanks Т-64 BV, Т-72 B1, Т-72UA, Т-72A, BТR-3е and BТR-4е, self-propelled artillery
2C1 and helicopters Mi-8 and Mi-2. The President personally inspected all.”

Poroshenko said:

“We are providing the troops with new armored vehicles, precise anti-tank
means,  counterbattery  means,  means  of  communication  and  protection
systems. At the same time, we are holding negotiations with our partners on
the procurement of modern weapons that are not produced in Ukraine.”

Weapons bought from other countries can be paid for only with borrowed money, because
the Government of  Ukraine is  basically  broke and soaring even deeper into debt,  and
is sharply cutting back on pensions and other expenditures than military, which is receiving
the Government’s virtually total focus. Any added loans will never be able to be paid back,
because Ukraine will not be able to pay back all of the existing loans. Consequently, all
countries that are now ‘lending’ additional funds to Ukraine are simply donating to Ukraine.
Furthermore, the IMF is demanding that the breakaway Ukrainian areas be conquered in
order for additional loans to be made to the Ukrainian Government. So, all newly loaned
money will be going to Ukraine’s military.

Here are the new tanks:

http://www.president.gov.ua/en/gallery/2369.html#39924

These weapons will be sent to the southeast, in order to conquer the breakaway republics
that reject the regime that was forced upon them on February 22nd, in an extremely violent
coup against the then-existing President, Viktor Yanukovych, for whom the residents in that
area had voted approximately 90%. That rejection of the coup-regime sparked an on-again,
off-again,  invasion  from  the  Ukrainian  armed  forces,  which  can  be  seen  at  various  sites,
such  as  here  and  here  and  here  and  here.

The official announcement of this ceremony said that the new weapons will “help Ukrainian
warriors win and liberate the Ukrainian territories from the occupants.”
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The election of President Poroshenko was held only in the areas of Ukraine that accepted
the coup-imposed regime. “The occupants” (as the President there referred to them) in the
other area did not participate in that election, the election of him, though his Government
demands they accept that Government as representing them, nonetheless. After the new
regime started dropping bombs on them, and sending tanks in to kill as many of them as
fast as possible, their determination not to accept this Government only hardened.

The last  Ukrainian Government  election in  which those people,  “the occupants,”  were
voting, occurred in 2010, at which Viktor Yanukovych won above 80% in some districts, and
above 90% in other districts. A map showing the vote in each district of Ukraine, in that
election — the last fully national Ukrainian election — can be seen here:
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